WHAT IS THE
LEPATONIA?
LEPATONIA is a HYPER-Deflationary Community DeFi
Coin focused on creating opportunities through
innovative Decentralized financial tools.It aims to
reach large masses in the crypto exchange, whose
users are increasing day by day, to create a large
community and to enter important markets such as
Metaverse and NFT, which are the first steps of the
digitalized world with this community, to keep up with
technology and the modern world.

WHAT
ARE OUR
GOALS?

Lepatonia is a token built on a win-win system.

Thanks to our large marketing network, we will be
working to increase the v alue of the token day by
day by reaching wider audiences.
Thanks to our social media team, we aim to bring
new members to the community by frequently
promoting and advertising on important platforms
such as Telegram, Twitter, Reddit..
One of the our biggest goals are to show up in
important markets such as Metav erse and NFT and to
prioritize v aluable members of our community.
Our biggest goal is to hav e a permanent place in the
crypto exchange.

WHAT DOES IT OFFER TO
ITS USERS?
The primary goal of Lepatonia is to bring in the members of the
community.
Taxes from purchases and sales will be used to expand the
community.
Thanks to the Reflect Holders feature, free tokens will be distributed to
users in every purchase and sale transaction.

An important part of the tax cuts will be distributed to users under the
name of charity by drawing lots, thus the growth of the community will
be ensured.
In the future, Metaverse and NFT markets will be entered with the
growing community and priority will be given to Lepatonia community
members.
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Market Research



Token Creation



W ebsite Dev elopment



W hitepaper Release



Contract Reliability was tested
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Fairlaunch



PancakeSwap (V2) listing



Start of our continuous marketing campaign



CoinGecko listing



Airdropev ents
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İnternational Charity Ev ents



Reaching 5k members on Telegram



Reaching 5k members on Twitter



Coinmarketcap listing



Donate a total of 10k Sapling



Airdrop Ev ents
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LOTERY & STAKING LAUNCH



Donate a total of 10k Sapling



Reaching 20k members on Telegram



Reaching 10k members on Twitter



CEX and other DEX listings

LEPATONIA ECHOSYSTEM

Let the
community
win

Join
Lepatonia

Distribute
accumulated
taxes to
users

Let the
community
grow

Let taxes
accumulate
in one wallet

Increase the
value of the
token

